
(Fairway Renovation cont'd.)

deeper root systems and are more heat and drought tolerant than
Poa annua. Shallow rooted Poa is placed under stress when
topsoil dries between irrigations, and this further reduces its
competitiveness. Infrequent, deep irrigations can be made more
efficient and uniform by the use of wetting agents which im-
prove water penetration in hydrophobic areas.

Lightweight mowing of fairways has been frequently cited
as the most important factor in increasing bentgrass populations
in mixed bent - Poa turfs. Examination of possible reasons
for the success of this practice reveals a complex interaction
that involves plant responses to changes in soil compaction,
wear, and nutrient availability. Alleviation of compaction and
wear allows for more aggressive bentgrass shoot and root
growth; the vigorous root system is better able to utilize soil
water and this leads to reduced irrigation requirements. Clipp-
ing removal is important since it prevents leaf decomposition
in the turf canopy. This reduces heat stress from the "silage
effect, " removes possible cites for development of disease
organisms, and decreases the amount of available Nand P by
disrupting nutrient recycling. Also, removal of Po a seed heads
has obvious advantages, especially if the annual biotype of Poa
predominates.

In addition to the above strategies to favor bentgrass
dominance, several chemical options are available to further
inhibit Poa annna. Herbicides that have preemergent (bensulide)
and postemergent (tricalcium arsenate, endothal) activity against
Poa are available. Plant growth regulators such as fenarimol
(Rubigan) and fIurprimidol (Cutless) retard Poa growth, and
repeat applications can gradually reduce Poa populations in ben-
tgrass fairways. Applications of mefluidide (Embark) and Aqua-
gro reduce seedhead production, but do not alter bentPoa
percentages to a great extent. None of these treatments are totally
selective, and phytotoxicity to bentgrasses may occur. If use
of these products is desired, applications should first be made
on small test areas to determine appropriate rates and timing.

As a result of conversion to bentgrass fairways, further
changes in management will be required. An aggressive thatch
management problem will be necessary to maintain overall
quality and playability of fairways. Disease and insect control is
important to maintain stand density and exclude Poa annua,
although disease problems may be less severe on dryer, less
fertile bent fairways. Hand watering of dry areas plus soiling
and seeding of divots may also be required to maintain a dense
turf canopy. In all, the increased costs associated with
lightweight mowing and thatch control of bentgrass fairways
are likely to be offset by beneficial aspects such as reduced ir-
rigation, fertilization, and pesticide applications. Also, many
hours of aggravation and worry will be saved, and fairway quali-
ty can be maintained throughout the year.

(This column summarizes two reports - "Renovation
Techniques for Establishment of Bentgrass Fairways" and
"Bentgrass Fairway Management" - which were compiled
after discussions with several Chicago area superintendents.
These reports will be mailed to all CDGA-member
superintendents, and will be available to other interested par-
ties upon request. A small fee will be charged for out-of-state,
non-CDGA members. Send requests to: Dr. R. Kane, CDGA,
619 Enterprise Drive, Suite 101, Oak Brook, IL 60521.)
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Dr. Paul Sartoretto was honored at the recent GCSAA Con-
vention in San Francisco. 1986 marks the 40th year of Dr. Sar-
toretto's dedicated service to the golf course industry.

W. A. Cleary Chemical Corporation, Somerset, N.1. is
honoring Paul, their former technical director and president,
by initiating an $8,000 scholarship, $2,000 per year, for the
next four years in Paul Sartoretto's name. The donation is be-
ing made to the GCSAA scholarship fund.

New Golf Course Mechanics Association
With the Superintendent's profession becoming more and

more refined, the role of the Golf Course Mechanic is critical
in the Superintendent's efforts to achieve his goals. Has your
Mechanic ever been heard to say?

- There's got to be a better way.
-I'm sure we could've gotten those parts cheaper

somewhere else.
- Who do I call to get a straight answer?

Most have!
Following the recent Chicago land Golf Course Superinten-

dent's Association shop tour, those present felt the experiences
gained were too valuable to be limited to an annual gathering.
John Maguire echoed this sentiment and took the initiative to
invite other Golf Course Mechanics to his shop. On February
II, 1986, 27 Golf Course Mechanics gathered at Sunset Ridge
Country Club to form an association to discuss common goals
and experiences. At this meeting the consensus was that form-
ing an association geared to the exchange of ideas would be
beneficial to the industry as a whole. The Chicagoland Golf
Course Mechanic's Association was born!

Thoughts and ideas on goals for the organization were in abun-
dance. A few goals of the CGCMA are:

• To better educate it's members.
• To become more professional.
• Finding quality parts at reasonable prices.
• Cataloging parts sources.
• Exchange seldom used specialty tools.
• Borrowing parts for emergencies.
Meetings will be held once a month on a rotating basis at

various member's shops. All Golf Course Mechanics in the
Chicagoland area are cordially invited to attend future meetings.
Please feel free to contact any of the following for dates and
places.

John Maguire - Sunset Ridge Country Club 446-5222 ext. 29
Mike Davis - Bartlett Hill Country Club 837-5270
Rod Halenza - Medinah Country Club 773-1704 ext. 277.



~ INTERSTATE'
BATTERIES

Northern Illinois' Largest Wholesale Battery
Distributor is now Offering it's Service and
Pricing Direct to the Golf Course.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR PRICING
AND SERVICE

BY CALLING: (312) 526-0990

• Prices Lower than Parts House

• "HOT SHOT" Same Day Service to our Dealers

• Quality Globe Union Batteries

• 6 Month Free Warranty and 24 month Pro-rata
Adjustment

• Batteries for all your Needs
Gas & Electric Carts
Lawn & Garden Equipment
Truck & Automotive

• Radio Dispatched - 24 hr. Service

PIAUL paul Harvey is radio's
'" number one per-

HARVEY sonality with the top four
programs on network
radio. He begins his third... al~ year as Interstate's

••• ., __ spokesman and salesman
of the airways. reaching over 10 million potential
customers each week for Interstate.

@>. T he Interstatee~-~!II~ ~tteryGre~t
~~. Amencan Race IS ar~V/RAC~~~ premiere.evant.in

v ~.t.i automobile raCIng.
Sponsored by

Interstate. the gruelling coast to coast time/distance
rally for 1936 and older dassic vehicles has created
tremendous interest from fans and the national
media.
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(Fast Greens cont'd.)

The most frequently mentioned reason for the turf decline
on fast greens was something as seemingly simple as poor
drainage. I say "seemingly simple" because everyone knows
that bad drainage will cause a problem on any green regardless
of its speed. The difference, here, is that on slow greens, you
can generally identify a limiting drainage problem based on sim-
ple visual symptoms like "puddling". On fast greens, the
tolerances are much much tighter, and you might not have any
visual symptoms of bad drainage, yet still have a drainage situa-
tion that iSrcontributing to turf decline. The only way to deter-
mine this is to have the soil on your greens tested by a lab. If
the "Rate of Permeability", which I feel is the key measure-
ment, is not up to the USGA specs of6-10 inches an hour, you
are very likely to experience a turf decline on these fast greens
that you wouldn't experience if you were still maintaining them
at slower speeds, even given identical drainage situations.

To correct this problem, we increased the number of annual
aerations, went back to removing the cores (where we had been
chopping them up and dragging them back in), and most im-
portantly switched to what I call a "high permeability topdress-
ing". I use that term instead of "high sand topdressing",
because there are topdressings on the market with 70-80% sand
that actually do nothing to improve the permeability of a green,
usually because the remaining 20-30% contains a large amount
of "fines" - silt and clay - that simply clog the pore space
you're trying to create with the sand. So don't just test your
greens' soil, test your topdressing material as well, and make

sure the "Rate of Permeability" is up to spec. in both cases.
A second observation that I found extremely helpful is that

several very common green maintenance procedures that are
perfectly safe on moderate-speed greens, prove to be too
abrasive when they're performed on a green which is already
being stressed by a fast greens program. The best example of
this is the traditional matting techniques that are used to work
in topdressing, referring here to the steel-mesh type of dragmat.
Another example is the steel-bristle brushes and steel combs
which attach to green mowers for grain control. They do a good
job of grain control, but they can cause problems on fast greens
because of their abrasiveness. One agronomist I spoke with even
felt that the verdict was not yet in on the' 'rotating fiber-bristle
brush" which has become as popular on green mowers the past
few years. Again, it is unquestionably an excellent grain con-
trol system, but there are early indications that it, too, may be
too abrasive for the sensitive nature of these very fast greens.

A third suggestion has to do with the fact that virtually
everyone who is maintaining greens for peak periods is using
what we refer to as a "weihle" or grooved-type roller. Another
excellent method of reducing turf problems is to switch to solid
rollers, just for the brief period of peak summer stress (generally
July and August in my region). If you've used weihle rollers
the rest of the year, this brief switch-over seems to have little
impact on slowing down the speed, but it does go a long way
toward preserving the turf quality during these most difficult
weather spells.

(cont'd. page 16)

naiad
Chicago(and Distributors:

80 Jo Turf Supply Co.
RR No.1 Box 101
Peotone, IL 60468
(312) 258-3485

Homo Offico: Naiad Co. Ploasnnton, CA (415) 462.5855

Turf Products, Ltd.
2 N 255 County Farm Rd.
West Chicago, IL 60185
(312) 668-5537/231-8441

THE SAVING ...
More Irrigation Water Goes Directly Into The Soil.
Minimal Run-Off On Banks And Slopes.

LESS Electrical Pump Energy Required. ~ 1~1
THE EASE ... •
One-Step Application. NAIAD ~
Metering Pumps Inject NAIAD Q~
Directly Into Irrigation
System, Or Use The
NA1ADrencher
Tool For Trouble
Spot Appli-

The Wetting Agent with Proven Results.
Over 500 Golf Courses in the U.S.A.
use NAIAD Central Injection Systems.

THE LOOK ...
Greener, More Uniform Turf Color .. .Including Banks And Slopes.
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Illinois lawn
equipment Inc.
Illinois Industrial
equipment corll.

The new Jacobsen Turf Groomer 1sa revolut1onary new verttcal
greens mower. It was developed by Larry Lloyd. an innovative. wel1-
respected. Carmel. Cal1fornta greens super1ntendent.

Lloyd was greens super1ntendent at PanchoCanadaCountry Club
and Vice President in charge of LagunaSeca and Pajoro Valley Country
Clubs. He spent two years researching. developing and doing extensive
testing on the.Turf Groomer. His primary goal was to combat fast thatch
bulld-up on dense turf areas such as putting greens.

After additional testing of Lloyd's new invention by Jacobsen. the
benefits were obvious.

Jacobsen purchased the patent in 1985. Now. in 1986. Jacobsen is
introduc1ng for the first time the most modern and efficient vertical
greens mower on the market ... the Jacobsen Turf Groomer.

NEW TURF GROOMER- MAKES THE -JACOBSEN DIFFERENCE- ON YOUR
GREENS.

--Improved greens consistency.
--Can Increase stlmpmeter readings by :lOX or more.
--Increased number of knives (261) for a greater

frequency of cut.
--Closer coupling of rollers to decrease scalping and turf

damage while preserving performance.
--Knives rotate through the grooves of the slotted front

roller providing a closer cut and efficient thatch removal.
--Knives are adjustable Independent of the front roller

and height of cut for exact settings.
--Knives have gentle spiral pattern for smoother running

and less turf damage.
--Reduces need for herbicides by controlling broadleaf weeds
--Fits on Jacobsen.s Greens King IV models.
--Easily declutched for normal cutting applications.

MAIN OFFICE Orland Park, Illinois. 16450 South 104th Avenue • 312/349-8484
BRANCH OFFICE Wheeling, Illinois • 291 East Messner. 312/459-7008
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Midwest Breezes

Upcoming Events - Mark Your Calendar
April 1st - Mechanics Association Meeting at Glen Oak C. C.

Gun Club
April 3rd - CDGA Green Seminar at Butterfield C. C.
April 28th - MAGCS Monthly meeting at Olympia Fields

C.C. Reservations required.
May 19th - Joint Association will meet at Eagle Ridge C.C.

in Galena
June
July
August 7th - U of I Turfgrass Field Day at Urbana
September 8th - MAGCS monthly meeting at Deer Creek

G.C.
October 6th - MAGCS monthly meeting at Wilmette C. C.
November
December 9-11 - North Central Turfgrass Exposition

"April Awakening"
As Nature awakens from Her long Winter sleep,

Our management strides - in step with Her keep.
Being involved with the picture She paints,

We're awed as beholding a Saint.
Wonder Works creating a new Golf Season,

As anxious Golfer's glorify the reason.
* * * * * * * * * *

Kenneth R. Zanzig

Superintendent Wanted
Position now open to start construction of a Links 9 Hole Golf
Course with a private recreation club near Ottawa, Illinois.
Resumes to be sent care of: Bull Sheet, 1022 Shady Lane, Glen
Ellyn, IL 60137.
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Editor's Note: Six months have gone by and few
Superintendents have written articles to be considered for the
"Ray Gerber Editorial Award". Come on guys, let's get in-
volved with your newsletter and you may walk away with a
beautiful plaque next December at the NCTE.

Bob Breen is looking for a working Hispanic Foreman. Benefits
are good when you work for the Park Districts. Call Bob at
(312) 653-5806.

Bruce Williams has been appointed by Editor Kathy Copley
of "Grounds Maintenance", to serve on the Editorial Review
Board of that magazine.

Congratulations to the new Superintendent at Rolling Green -
Steve Van Acker! Steve was the assistant under Peter Voykin
at Twin Orchard C. C .

For Sale: 2 sets of caster wheels with pull frames for Toro GM
III. Also 2 spring comb kits for Toro Series V Greens Mower.
Plus a Rotomist converted to a trailer leaf blower. Call
Kishwaukee C.C. (815) 758-5273.

Dr. Clark Throssell, the new man at Purdue put on a good
conference the first week in March. The Midwest Regional Turf
Conference this year had a few changes in it's program and it
proved to be a very educational session. Again, it seems we
can't get the superintendents in our area to attend some of the
local seminars that are for our benefit. Truthfully many
superintendents are missing the boat so to speak in getting the
up-to-date research information that is available to us. Both the
NCTE and the Midwest Regional Turf Conferences were poorly
attended.

The MAGCS Board of Directors voted to help support the 3PF
fund by sending a check for $1 ,000.00 in support of their cause.
Round 1 we won by having the District Court strike down
Wauconda's ordinance ab initio - from the beginning. But the
Village appealed to the United States 7th Circuit Court of Ap-
peals. And, they asked that the case be turned over to the Il-
linois State Supreme Court. Consequently, more money is need-
ed to fight the appeal. If you haven't helped this worthwhile
fund, you need to do so now. The Wauconda ordinance could
and will affect how chemicals are used on your course. Send
your check today to: 3PF Defense Fund, 1270 Chemeketa St.
N .E., Salem, Oregon 97301.

* For Sale *
2 Jacobsen Turf King II for parts, $150 for '76 belt driven &
$250 for a '84 Model with Hydrostatic drive. Call (312)
759-0820.

There will be a new MAGCS survey out in early April. If you
have not received it by April 15th, call Roger Stewart, Len Berg
or Bruce Williams and request one. All surveys must be back
in by May 1st, 1986.



John M. Turner
Sales Representative

Specialty Chemicals Group

(312)~

To Keep Your Course In
Classic Condition, Use These

High-Quality Products
from OR-AM

@NOR-AM.
~ ~ cn.FroH'f
~DEl8m)

TliE F AJRW A Y a.ASSICS
to keep )'OUt coune In top condition

: eACTl.DIONEtTURF AND
ORMAMEI'IT At FUNQICIDES
Controls a broad range of dlaeases
on turf grauu and ornamentals

.BANOL'" TURF AND ORNAMEl'lTAt
FUNQICIDE
Controls p)'lh1um and phytophthora

• PROXOL t 80SP INSECTlClDE
Controls white 8Nba. sod webwonna.
artworma and armyworma In fine turf.

eNITROfORMt SLOW-RElEASE
rtrTROOEl'l
Releues by slow bKteNI .alon
to provtde consistent 38~ nitrogen.

eTURCAMtlNSECTlClDE
Controls a wide range 01 turf and
ornamental pulL

e PROORASSt HERBICIDE
Controls cettaIn annual grauu and
broadJat weeds In ornamental turf.

e DELnC-INSECTlC1DE
<lives Jut knockdown and long-term
control 01 nus. ticks w other pesta.

The last solution that I would recommend is that when you
are coming out of winter dormancy, delay implementing your
fast greens program for a month or so, and give the grasses
a chance to start growing, to develop some hardiness and
durability, before you subject them to the stress of low mow-
ing and the other components of your fast greens program.
Then, do the same thing in reverse, slow down your greens,
before you head into winter dormancy to reduce the chance of
winter injury. Your golfers will still have their fast greens in
May, June, July, August, and September, and it appears that
the turf quality benefits greatly from this' 'break" you give it
during the very early spring and, again, in the very late fall.

In conclusion, let me say that, in spite of the success I've
had with some of these suggestions, I'm not convinced that we
will ever see the day when we can guarantee the dependability
of the turf on greens maintained at fast speeds on a season-long
b(isis. Better bentgrasses will help; more research is clearly
needed; but we, as professional golf course superintendents must
be the ones to encourage that research.

The bottom line is that if we encourage the research to find
the answers to the problems associated with fast greens, and
the answers are found, everyone benefits! If the answer we get
back from researchers is that it simply is NOT possible to
guarantee the dependability of fast greens, that's OK too.
Because at least at that point, we will have made a genuine good-
faith effort on behalf of the golfers we serve, and more impor-
tantly, if we want to be perceived, as we're always claiming
we do, as resourceful, conscientious professionals, we won't
just have to tell our golfers that we don't know how to do what
he is asking; we will be able to tell him intelligently, "Here
are the scientific reasons WHY it can't be done."

lDA(1£ARY 0B1ICAL
CORPORATION

1049 SOMERSET ST.. SOMERSET. N.J. 08873. (201)247-8000

(Fast Greens cont'd.)

The next suggestion came from the turfgrass research pro-
gram at Penn State University. In one of the tests that they ran
in their earlier study on how to achieve fast greens, several
"plots", all of which were being maintained like fast greens,
were fertilized at varying rates from a low of one pound nitrogen
per thousand per year to a high of six pounds of nitrogen. The
interesting part came when they happened to encounter a severe
summer drought spell, and elected to observe the effects of this
drought on fast greens at various nitrogen levels, rather than
irrigate the plots through the drought. What they found was that
the most severe wilt occurred in the plots that had received five
and six pounds N, while at the lower rates, the wilt was less
severe. So here we have a situation whereby most
superintendents on fast greens programs are already using low
nitrogen rates strictly to increase the speed! One might conclude
based on this observation, that perhaps low nitrogen not only
increases speed, but also increases the chances of preserving
good turf.

Another interesting sidelight of that same study at Penn State
occurred when they were evaluating the effects of multiple daily
mowings on green speed. They found as they probably suspected
that by double-cutting at a slightly higher mowing height, they
could produce the same green speed as if they were cutting on-
ly once a day at a higher height. What they also noticed, that
they weren't necessarily looking for, was that the plots that were
double-cut daily at a higher mowing height showed less turf
decline than plots cut once a day at the lower height. Again,
both regimens achieved the same speed!
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New from Profurt ....
JAMES R. BURDETT

~

Grounds Maintenance Supplies

-- " Post Office Box 52
C ,) Lombard, illinois 60148
~. // (312) 620-5558

i::--=:=~~......~ ........ -... ..

Peotone, III.

• Plant Marvel
• Vertagreen
• Du Pont
• Daconil - Dacthal
• FMC Sprayers
• Chipco
• Naiad
• Aqua-Gro
• Fertilizers

312-258-3485

All MAJOR TURF SUPPLIES

R R 1, Box 101

BOJO TURF SUPPLY CO.

Tom Wentz
(608) 846-9457

~
Pnilhrf

ScottStltJSuper Greens Fertilizer provides
quick green-up in spring and fall for all
turfgrasses used on putting greens, tees
and other fine turf areas.
Call your Tech Rep for details.

REASONS TO
BUY R&R
PARTS
LOW PRICES

HIGH QUALITY
Only the finest materials
used and we have our own
heat-treating facility for
matched quality.

Up to 50% discount

SERVICE
99% of all 'orders shipped
within 24 hours

TORO
RYAN
MOTT
EXCEL
JACOBSEN
ROSEMAN
ROGERS
OLATHE
CUSHMAN
RANSOMES
FORD
YAZOO

~g~:lg:ERE UP T050 01 OFF ON
NATIONAL 10 PARTS
HAHN-WESTPOINT .

Call Ken Quandt or Avery Harris for Information:

200 W., Northwest Highway
Barrington, IL 60010

312-381-1084
ROWLANDS
Chicago/and Area R&R Dea/er
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(312) 596 • 7645

Weeping Willow.
[Salix niobe)

staked straight stems
2-4" caliper

Deerpath Road Batavia. II. 60510 312/879-0120

DEERPATH NURSERIES

4011 W. 165 St., Tinley Park, IL 60477

Will tailor any project to include your
personnel to keep your costs down.

CENTURY CONTRACTORS. INC.

SOIL SAMPLES CAN HELP
• Produce disease resistant. high-vitality plants
• Grow nursery stock faster. sell faster
• Estimate jobs more accurately
• Cut replacement costs ~ S-I
And it's done as easily as .. 0p. 0 I

mailing a letter! T t' .es log Sel"Vlce Co.
Call or mail your soil
27 Ash Street. Frankfort, IL 60423 815/469-2530

GOLF COURSE EXCA VATING
GREEN CONSTRUCTION

This helps in natural reseeding of annuals. However, if an ongo-
ing annual display is important, overseeding with a mixture of
annual species may be necessary every 3-5 years.

The use of wildflowers, native grasses or prairie restoration
is exciting. I am sure the membership at our club enjoyed the
wildflowers. There have been more photos taken of the
wildflower areas than were ever taken of the "prestigious" 18th
green. I realize golf course superintendent's first priority is pro-
viding the best playing conditions for the game of golf. But,
I believe a close second is to create a diverse, exciting environ-
ment, which will provide interest and enjoyment of the outdoors
for those who play the game we depend on.

•

Al Frenzer

,
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•••
(Wildflowers cont'd.)
(also top of next column)

"Frenzer, Inc."
Henry Frenzer started as a

Peat and Humus supplier for the
Chicago area in 1949 with our
first bog in Wheeling, Illinois. At
that time there was much bulk
material sold to landscapers and
garden shops who would sell it by
the bushel not only out of their
sales yards, but by driving down
the residential streets and literal-
ly going from house to house sell-
ing the material as the truck went
slowly down the street.

As the years went by, business
changed and a revival of some
sort was needed. It was suggested
to us by a local golf course con-
struction company working in the
area at that time that a top dress-
ing material was needed to be
made in bulk amounts as there
was no one in the area doing this
type of service.

In 1963 we started producing
top dressing for sale in the
Chicago area courses.

At that time there were 3
employees and 1 seven yard truck for delivery. In 1964 we in-

, corporated and moved the mixing and screening operation to
its present site in Algonquin.

In the beginning it was basically one mixture that was made
on a consistant basis. Today as you all know, it has become
more of a custom mix operation with all different types of mix-
tures and sands being used.

The present delivery system has changed from the original
seven yard truck to 4 twelve to fourteen yard trucks and in the
peak seasons, semis and other trucks are hired to help out.

We have delivered our product to customers as far as
Milwaukee, Rock Island, Springfield, Danville, Decatur, and
east to South Bend.

At the present time, there are 6 employees handling the mix-
ing, screening, delivery, bookwork and other related duties.

As in every business, we try our utmost to accommodate our
customers in the best way possible and can continue to do so
in the future years to come.

TENNIS COURTS
Construction - Resuifacing

Maintenance of wildflowers is generally low. However, hand
weeding may be necessary until wildflowers establish
themselves. Mowing is desirable in helping to keep out some
weeds and woody plants. We mow our gardens late in the fall
when all the seed heads are set. A mulcher attachment is used
at its highest setting. If possible we try to mow after a prolong-
ed dry spell. The soil forms cracks, allowing seeds to find their
way into the cracks as the leaves and stems are left as mulch.

M-c Sport Systems, Inc.
Addison, IL

John Maniscalco 312/628-0500
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CUSTOM FORMULATED
FERTILIZERS • Granular or Liquid

• Bagged or Bulk Delivery~yler ·Formulated to yourJl~ specHications
at no extra costEnterprises, Inc.

PAARLBERG CHEMICALS
featuring

-Par-Ex Fertilizer
-Vertagreen Fertilizer
-Ou Pont Chemicals
-Chipco Chemicals
-Oaconil- Oacthal
- Bean Sprayers
-All Major Turf Supplies Rt. 53, Elwood, IL 60421

815-423-5808

• Turf Chemicals
• Grass Seed
• R & R Replacement Parts

1840 E. 172nd St., So. Holland
312-474-3086 312- 258-3485

Quality Value Service

KOELPER BROS., INC.
Golf Course Building and Remodeling

444 E. Mors Avenue
Wheeling, Illinois 60090

FOR THE FINEST IN SOD

THORNTON'S SOD NURSERY
312 - 742-5030

IRRIGATION ENGINEERING
COMPANY
featuring

~!tt~!![*)!!!!!~@
Phone (312) 485-6023

9242 Broadway - Brookfield, Illinois 60513

312-438-7881
DANIEL I. KOELPER

Rt. 2 Box 72

312-541-9182
VICTOR C. KOELPER

Elgin, III. 60120

INTRODUCING THE (}Juckner- GEARSHIFTER

* INTERNAL REPLACEMENT FOR TORO 690,

670,650 GEARBOX

* ACHIEVE SAME RADIUS AND G.P.M. AT

10 P.S.1. LOWER PRESSURE

* WIDER NOZZLE SELECTION

* RUBBER COVER STANDARD

* HEAVY DUTY BRONZE CONSTRUCTION

* FEWER PARTS, EASILY SERVICED IN THE FIELD

MODEL 10094 fits Toro 670& 650

$ 48.00 Net Each

MODEL 10114 fits Toro 690

* FIELD USE PROVEN IN THE ILLINOIS AREA $ 78.00 Net Each

~

FREE DEMONSTRATION
~O~I' CD.uilaer.., PLUMBING SUPPLY COMPANY~rall ~ IRRIGATION DIVISION Y~~tOn ~MaIa"~ed'

133 South Route 53 Addison, IlIInoIl 10101

(312) 629-8100 - Call Collect-
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TURF EQUIPMENT HEADQUARTERS

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS • RENTALS

ROSEMAN
2620 eRA WFORD AVE. 864-1842

EV ANSTON, ILLINOIS

FORD TRACTORS

DEDOES AERIFIER

LOADERS

LEAF MULCHERS

ROTARY MOWERS

HOMELITE PUMPS

ROSEMAN GANG MOWERS

TILLER RAKES

LELY SPREADERS

SEEDERS

ROTO TILLERS

HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS

Nels J. Johnson, Tree Experts, Inc.
SINCE 1930

Nels J. Johnson, Sr.
Nels J. Johnson, Jr. - Karl G. Johnson

Complete, economical tree service for Private Estates
Parks, Municipalities, Golf <?ourses,Cemeteries, '

Schools, Industnal Areas.
All phases of Arboriculture, Diagnosing, Pruning Treating
Transplanting, Fertilization, Hydraulic and Mist Spraying:
Removals. Stump Routing. Municipal Forestry. Chemotherapy
for elms, and other trees.

• FULL Y INSURED •
Graduate -- Licensed Arborists

MAIN OFFICE - 912 Pitner Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60202
Phones: GReenleaf 5-1877 - GR 5-5255

Hinsdale, Illinois - FA 5-0970

Are Aerification and Topdressing
Solving Your Golf Green Problems?

by William B. Davis
University of California, Davis, CA

It is the rare superintendent who would not rank aerification
and topdressing as primary management practices in the
maintenance of golf greens. But when we investigate the use
of these practices, we commonly find they have become just
a calendared operation. We often fail to completely analyze these
practices and how they might truly be used to solve putting green
problems.

Depending on how our greens were constructed, what has
been their previous management, and how we program these
two practices, we may achieve one or more of the following
positive results:

1. Relieve surface compaction which can:
a. improve surface water infiltration;
b. improve the soil-water-plant relationship by;

(1) improving root depth;
(2) improving nutrient uptake;
(3) increasing turfgrass vigor;
(4) reducing potential for disease;
(5) removing excess thatch and,
(6) increasing rate of breakdown of organic matter.

2. These practices may also be used to:
(1) true up and smooth out the putting surface;
(2) produce a firmer faster putting surface, or
(3) change the surface growing media.

Aerification and topdressing should never just become an an-
nual cookbook management operation. These practices in
themselves don't make a golfer happy, they require expensive
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specialized equipment, and they are labor intensive. They are
a high budget management practice, so we should be maximiz-
ing the benefit they can give us.

We first need to thoroughly analyze the profile of our greens
to a minimum depth of 6 inches. Our typical aerification equip-
ment with new tines will only penetrate the green surface to
a depth of 31/2 inches. We mayor may not really be solving
layering andlor compacted interfaces which are affecting the
quality of the green. Even if we just have a shallow surface pro-
blem to solve (less than 3 inches), one or two aerifications per
year would generally be too infrequent to make any real and
lasting change. Assuming your aerifier produces 36 holes per
square foot and you are using 5/8-inch tines, you would only
be removing 7.5 percent of the surface media. Mathematical-
ly, you would have to aerate your green 13 times if aeration
tines never hit a previous aerification hole. In practical field
studies, it has been shown that a complete aerification and top-
dressing program eight times per year over a two-year period
can completely change the surface media. This would be a very
radical program for many golf courses, but it is far less costly
and less disturbing to the golfer than completely rebuilding a
green if such a program solved a basic green problem.

Complete analysis of your alternatives as to topdressing
material also is essential to successful aerification and topdress-
ing programs. If our greens were constructed with the' 'perfect
mix' , , we would asume that this would continue to be our most
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